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Foreign Relations Study

It will be possible for a lim-

number of Technology stu-

attend a seven week seminar on inter-

ations this summer at any one

of eleven locations in this coun-

. The program is to

sist of cooperative living, study and discussion among the participating students and recognized authorities on

International affairs.

Foreign students are

re-

quired to obtain applications

at the office of Professor Chalmers, Advisor for the For-

n Students Administration.

American students should apply to James K. Phil-

lips, Assistant to the Dean,

Room 7:12B.

Patterns of Power

Changed By Fuels

Shortage Of Petroleum

Poses Serious Threat

Revolutionary changes in meth-

ods of power production which are likely to appear within the next 10 years were discussed by Dr. Louis N. Hilbun in a lecture last Wednesday.

Dr. Hilbun, who has spent much of his long and fruitful life studying the develop-

ment of power within the industry, reiterated the warning that even our present oil resources before our petroleum reserves will be able to carry us no farther than 25 years.

From this fact deduced that coming penalties of power will be stifled by our future fuel supply. In contrast to petroleum, coal reserves are estimated to be sufficient for over 2500 years, and natural gas and coal remain a logical source. Only, too logically, it is estimated that by 1975 the United States consumer will need increased power vol-

ume.

The result is that new methods of conserving our present supply of petroleum and new liquid fuels are being sought for. One con-

servation project was to eliminate unnecessarily high-powered automo-

biles.

Oil from Coal in 1950

To that end, the world's largest commercial coal producer has pro-

posed to convert coal into gas, gas-

oline and oil. The process of thermal gasification was made possible for the coal industry to provide the nation with an adequate national reserve for unexpected years to come and large-scale application is planned to occur in 1950 or 1951.

Other fields such as natural gas are being more widely suggested as a source of power. Since natural

(Continued on Page 4)

TENSE MOMENT FROM THE TECH SHOW

Show Sells 2220 Seats, $4000 Budget Reached; Plays In Cambridge High

Freshmen Meet At Convocation

Course Selection Plans

Discussed By Mordecai

To select a course which you motto is, "No love, no nothing."

Leading the female portion of the new Freshmen were Alian Hewett, a West-

gate's Widely known as "The BPAIR," and "Marie, the Finnish cake singer and dancer. Marie became involved with the leader of the anti-love song movement, but, as stated by D. Allen Allegretti, 24.

Must for this year's show will be that Aileen Howell, a West-

tional, and of outstanding beauty, will play Aileen Howell, Allegretti.

Open House Comm. Seeks More Ushers

As Exhibitions Are Assigned Locations

The Open House Committee has announced its completion of pre-

liminary plans for Open House, to

be held on Saturday, Mar. 15.

According to Secretary-Treasurer Jack W. (Jack) Kirchner, the com-

delicate activity and departments will be in charge of the com-

on the line of the next day.故-

ded plans for large taking place through Walker Memorial, the

walking pavilion, swimming pool, and tennis courts, will also be completed by next Friday,

Publicity has already been sent to numerous secondary schools in the

are already working closely with the Open House Committee in preparing follow-up activities. As a result, the committee will carry on the whole-hearted support of undergraduate and graduate students.

To all M.I.T. students:

We have spent much of our long and

last Wednesday. Dr. Stillcox, who

the lunch hour will be d&on-

mand by the activities, the an-

the climate from Free Jqesu!

Dr. Compton has

strongly advocated UMT, and he

will appear before the regular hear-

of the Senate Armed Powers

committee next Monday to testify further on the matter.

Stenograph Student Variants

When President Truman's speech came over the Walker address sys-

tem Wednesday noon an immedi-

ate bell tolling the evening off. Dibles were laid down quickly, and business as usual came to a stand-

still. A similar tenseness was ex-

ibited in the Graduate House and

in the other living groups.

However, immediate reaction to President Truman's suggestion for calling Congresses by immediate convocation until a satisfactory UMT pro-

posal takes over.

Veterans Against MacArthur

Hold Political Rally on Charles

The banks of the Charles, in this case the Boston Bank, were bust to bust in the V.P. political rally yesterday afternoon.

The Veterans Against MacArthur, a non-

political group, have got together and

organized on a national basis to prevent the nomination of Gen-

eral MacArthur as President.

Today, Douglas MacArthur on any ticket, held a combined rally to demonstrate that "Douglas Douglas shall not land on the East Coast."

Over 500 people attended the rally, and about 200 were Technology students. A

(Continued on Page 4)

He has Returned

After successfully rounding the deadly Charles River bridge, Gen.

Douglas MacArthur triumphantly rode on Philadelphia Island and receives a delicious welcome from some local Grinda girls as well as from his

Public Relations Office.

Walker Announcements

Will Be Discontinued

Because of an insufficient de-

mand by the activities, the an-

nouncement will henceforth be made over the public address system in

the Memorial Hall during the lunch hour will be discontinued as of today.